Columbus-Lowndes Recreation Authority
In association with Elm Lake Golf Course

Summer Golf League
Mission Statement:
To promote fellowship, friendly competition and to have fun!
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This is a 2 person scramble league. Each player tees off on each hole. The best of the tee shots is selected
and each team player plays their second shots from that spot. The best of the second shots is
determined, then all play their third shots from that spot, and so on until the ball is holed.
Teams are composed of two players (may be males, females or mixed teams). Two alternate players
may be used per team and listed with the CLRA Program Director as that team’s only alternates. In the
event a team cannot show up, then the opposing team will win the match 18-0.
If only one player of a team is available at Tee time, then that player may play the opposing team as
scheduled; however, the one player will only be allowed to use their shot (they will not be allowed any
second or additional shots).
Tee times will be at 5:30pm and a shotgun start will be used. All teams should be in place 5 minutes
prior to your team time.
Men will use the white tee blocks and women will use the red tee blocks.
At the first tee, a coin or tee should be flipped to determine who has choice of whether to tee first or last.
No mulligan’s.
Unless otherwise specified, USGA rules are in effect.
Gimme's are allowed! Any putt inside the putter leather may be conceded. This is not mandatory; a
gimme putt is at the discretion of your opponent.
Four strokes over-par is the maximum score allowed on a given hole. (On a par three, seven is the
maximum score. On a par four, eight is the maximum. On a par five, nine is the maximum.) You may pick
your ball up and move on to the next hole after the four over-par stroke maximum is reached.
Only 2 minutes are allowed when searching for a lost ball. Keep pace with the group in front of you.
A total of eighteen points will be awarded for each match. Two points will be awarded for each hole
won and one point for each hole tied. At the end of a match, if the score is tied 9 to 9, then the match will
continue to the next holes until a winner is declared.
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Any hole not completed due to darkness will be considered a tie.
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Each team should sign off on their opponents score card after each match. Score cards are to be turned
in to the club house office.
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The league champion, runner up and 3rd place will be determined by the number of matches won.
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Please contact Billy Craig at 327-4935 as soon as possible if your team will not be able to attend your
scheduled match.
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There are 2 league divisions: the Blue and Red Divisions. Teams will play each team inside their division
one time each to determine division seeds. The division’s order of finish will then be used to seed each
team into the season ending single elimination tournament to determine an overall league champion.
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For weather or course conditions, please call Elm Lake Golf Course at 329-8964.
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In the event of inclement weather, the CLRA website, www.clra.net , will have weather cancellations
posted. Rain out matches will be played the following Tuesdays.

